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School Council

From the Principal
Another great year for Melbourne Girls’ College! We’ve
worked together –students, staff and families- to create
a happy, healthy learning environment.

2016 has been a year of continuity and change for
MGC. On the continuity front, the College forged
ahead with significant building upgrades, including,
most notably, refurbishment of the library, with
construction due to commence in a matter of months.
With an eye to the future, Council is already scoping
further projects, including construction, in partnership
with Sports and Recreation Victoria, of competition
netball courts next year.

Innovation and change continues with emerging
opportunities for the girls in S.T.E.A.M., the development
of our growth and inquiring mindset and the new
Victorian Curriculum. Our professional learning focuses
on finding better ways of encouraging students to have
stronger agency in their own education. Our aim is for
the girls to become adults who are intelligent, curious,
resilient global citizens with a clear sense of social
responsibility.

The wind of change brought personnel departures
and curriculum reform. We said farewell to several
valued and long-serving members of staff, including
Head Rowing Couch, Nick Wells, as well as Assistant
Principals, Kay Clarke and Linda Brown. While Kay is
on extended leave until 2018, Linda has left to take up
the position of Principal at Mentone Girls’ Secondary
College. They will be missed.

Each school event: soirée, assembly, art exhibition,
information night, rowing regatta, sustainability
initiative, performance – and who can forget The Wizard
of Oz! – is a true celebration of student achievement.
But there is also much to celebrate in the quiet and
not-so-quiet learning that occurs every day in each
classroom.

Parents’ Association

Our staff are simply magnificent! Each person is
committed to their own personal best and more
importantly the personal best for each girl they teach.
I am so proud of them all. Our wonderful School
Captains, Laura Bass, Tallara Drew-Hazou and Sally
Jacobs exemplify the fun and commitment being a
Melbourne Girls’ girl can bring. They have inspired
so many of our girls to step up to leadership roles:
conducting whole school assemblies, leading school
tours, public speaking and membership of Youth
Parliament.

In 2016 the MGC’s Parents’ Association has continued
to raise the bar in terms of its work and aspirations for
the school community. Perhaps the biggest fundraising
event of the year, the Trivia Night in May, raised a record
$16,500. There are high hopes for the upcoming raffle
(last year – thanks to committee president Gailean
Hammond and an impressive line-up of prizes – $9000
was raised), and the recent weekend designer clothing
sale (trialled for the first time this year) added $3000 to
the association’s coffers.

Our links with The City Edge schools, Alliance of
Girls’ Schools, Skyline Education and the Invergowrie
Foundations, Rotary, Confucius Institute and The
University of Melbourne have matured into many
learning and extra-curricular activities.
I wish all of our Year 12 students every success for their
future: whatever you achieve we are proud of you and
look forward to your joining our Alumni to continue your
connection with MGC.
Finally, enormous gratitude to our magnificent
students, staff, parents, Parents’ Association, School
Council and community supporters. How fortunate we
are.
Karen Money
Principal, Melbourne Girls’ College

Farewell Linda Brown

Left to Right - Tip Kennedy, Linda Brown (Assistant Principals) Karen Money (Principal)
Brent Houghton, Kay Clarke (Assistant Principals)
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Congratulations to our wonderful colleague Linda Brown who will take up the position of Principal at Mentone
Girls’ Secondary College at the beginning of 2017. Linda has worked at MGC for eleven years, having arrived as the
Technology Leader in 2005. In 2006 Linda was appointed the Middle School Manager overseeing Years 7, 8 and
9 and in 2007 Linda won the Assistant Principal position. We will miss Linda’s warmth, advice and professionalism
and we are all very proud of her achievements at MGC. We know Linda will be an excellent leader for the students
at MGSC and wish her every success.
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Of course, the obvious question is where does the
money go? The answer is that it is distributed to
various worthy applicants across the community via
the biannual grants program. The second round was
undecided at the time of writing, but the first round
included funding for: digital cameras; AFL jumpers;
graphic novels; the leadership program; blood
pressure and pulse cuffs for PE classes; sponsorship of
representation at a Youth Parliament event; and a large
contribution to the creation of the Green Screen Room
in the library. The applications, once again, were many
and varied (which is encouraged and lovely to see!), and
all up, in this first round of 2016, almost $25,000 was
allocated across nine projects.
It’s not all about money, however. The committee
also prioritises events that help nurture a sense of
community – especially between parents and students.
The Father’s Day breakfast, always a fun morning, and
invariably a sell-out, is one example. Others are the
International Women’s Day evening in March and the
Year Seven Welcome Evening in the first weeks of the
school year. Ongoing, Robynne Smith and a team of
volunteers do a fabulous job running the second-hand
uniform shop.

2016 saw a significant reorientation of the College’s
curriculum focus towards an emphasis on Science,
Technology, Engineering, Arts and Mathematics
(S.T.E.A.M.). This new curriculum focus is, in part,
an acknowledgment of our responsibility as a
high-performing State girls’ school to confront the
widespread decline in girls’ participation in S.T.E.A.M.
disciplines. It also signifies something of a return to
our roots, having been established twenty two years
ago as a science and technology school.
Increased population density in our local area and
the establishment of Richmond High School in
2018 will undoubtedly have implications for how
the College defines and distinguishes itself into the
future. However, recent visits to the College by several
high profile public figures, including former Prime
Minister, Julia Gillard, Deputy Premier and Minister for
Education and Training, The Hon. James Merlino MP,
and former Speaker of the House of Representatives,
Anna Burke, seem to demonstrate the strong
reputation that the College has already cultivated, as
well as the potential that we have yet to fulfill.
On a personal note, 2016 was my first year as Council
President. Having graduated from College thirteen
years ago, it means so much to me to have been able
to witness the College develop from infancy, through
adolescence and, now, into maturity. I, and the rest
of Council, eagerly anticipate the challenges and
opportunities that 2017 will bring.
Maya Narayan
School Council President

Into the future it will be more of the same: raising
money so that students can be supported across the
broadest possible range of endeavours, and hosting
events that highlight this fabulous school of which we
are proud to be a part.
Sally Carmen
Parents’ Association President
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Anthony
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Absent: Stephanie Burgess, Charis Chow, Sarah Foley, Adele Giarrusso,
Stephanie James, Tip Kennedy, Isabella Kontogeorgis, Patrice McCarthy,
Lindy Mumme, Deborah Noonan, Elisa Pedron, Harriet Turnbull, Rui Yan Wang
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Leadership

School Captain Reports

2016 - College Captains Tallara Drew-Hazou, Laura Bass,
Sally Jacobs with Ms Money

2016 - Senior School Executive

Our year as College Co-captains started last December
when we began to plan for the year ahead and think
about the contribution we wanted to make to the
school. In early January two of the Co-Captains went
to a Bond University leadership camp in Queensland,
bringing home ideas that came from days of
brainstorming and networking with other school
leaders from around Australia. The first of these to be
implemented was “This Year I Will”; a goal -setting
initiative involving the entire MGC community, asking
both students and teachers to form a goal they wished
to achieve this year and to review and reflect on it as
the year passes. In addition to this, we Co-Captains
played a key role in creating the Inner City Network
which involved holding meetings with other school
captains from City Edge schools- both government
and independent- to brainstorm ideas, events and
ways we can work together. It is the first secondary
school coalition of its kind and we are hoping it will
continue for many years to come.

Amanda Attanayake and
Kynthia Piakis

Although this year has been busy, it has not been
without fun! We have organised numerous assemblies,
held many events and run countless meetings. We
have been able to attend exciting events such as
the Rotary International Women’s Day Breakfast
where we met current Australian Sex Discrimination
Commissioner, Kate Jenkins. This September we were
privileged to meet and chat with former Prime Minister
the Honourable Julia Gillard who came to MGC to
officially open the Gillard Centre. It has been a big
year, but we are immensely proud of what we have
achieved and are grateful to have had the opportunity
to be the College Co-Captains for 2016.

Courtney McKenzie, Emma
Ferguson, Linh Nguyen & Lucy Vogel

Exec. Flash Mob Dance

Gemma Hughes and Mimi
D’Orsogna

Issy Pritchard, Tess Widdop
and Cassie Carman

Middle School Executive
Positivity Assembly

School Captain Whole School
Assembly

Swimming Sports Fruit Stall

Laura Bass, Tallara Drew-Hazou, Sally Jacobs
Melbourne Girls’ College Co-Captains 2016

2016 - Middle School Executive

This year we have worked towards improving the
relationship between the student executives and
teachers. Together, we have developed a strong
partnership and have focused on establishing
leadership skills through our continued work with the
Principal Team. This has empowered all the portfolios,
and in turn, has resulted in whole school participation.
Some of the biggest achievements include the school
production: The Wizard of Oz, Law Week, PI Day, the
Richmond West Tutoring Program, Decades Day,
Sports Obstacle Course, Harmony Day and Science
Week, just to name a few. ‘This Year I Will...’ was another
terrific initiative of the Senior Executive group that
got everyone involved. Overall, it was an extremely
successful year for the leadership team and we are
so grateful to have had the opportunity to make a
difference in the school community.

“This

year
I will
..

Our

.“

them

e for
2016!
Tallara Drew Hazou, Laura Bass
and Sally Jacobs

Year 11 Dance Class at Whole
School Assembly

Mimi D’Orsogna
Communications Captain
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year 11

YR 11
2016 has been a year that we
have tackled with both arms
wide open and at full steam
ahead. It has been a year of
building relationships, learning
from experiences and paving
our way forward towards
exciting times ahead.
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We have taken part in a variety
of activities covering many
facets of school life, from guest
speakers to sporting days and
the school production. The
Year 11 Study Centre has been
a hive of activity with weekly
puzzles, collaborative study and
catching up with friends.

Athletics Carnival

Emma Croker, Sarah Jeffery,
Sophie Jeffery, Emily Alberico

Senior School
Executive

Isabella Codognotto-Parry & Emma
Ferguson

Athletics Carnival

Petrica Anicic taking Zumba
at the Swimming Sports

Sophie Jennings &
Nell Crossett

Prime Minister’s 9th
Olympic Dinner
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Athletics Carnival

Athletics Carnival

Swimming Sports

Athletics Carnival

Physics Guest Speaker

Athletics Carnival

Isabella Deutsch &
Sarah Betts

Elena Tyris &
Zena Nicolaou

Senior School Executive Politics Class

Year 11 English at
The Project

Naomi Miller &
Abbey Holland

Outdoor Ed

Outdoor Ed

The memories made over
the course of this year
will stay with us long
after we leave MGC.
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Formal

Formal

What a wonderful night! On the Friday June
10 teachers and students struck the dance
floor together with their gorgeous outfits and
makeup, allowing us to take our mind off the
stressful, overloaded program that the final year
of high school has presented to us all.
The eight devoted Year 12 SRC members worked
diligently to make sure that our formal was
a special one. They gave it their best shot –
discussing and preparing the event throughout
the term and on the night itself. Georgia, Olivia
B, Sophie, Helet, Olivia C, Kathy, Maitri and HyunJeong made their number one priority to address
the feedback the year level provided and made
improvements by building upon their ideas.
It was terrific to see all the efforts that had been
put into the organisation pay off: the meals were
quite an exquisite delicacy; the photo booth
was worth the wait in the queue; there were a
variety of awards, sashes and trophies which
certainly found their respective owners and the
selection of tunes was just perfect for such a
lovely occasion.
Most importantly, the Year 12s and their dates
had a fantastic time mingling around and
immersing themselves in the moment, allowing
us to create a memory which we can cherish in
our hearts forever.
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English
Activities and excursions in English this year have seen
students not only critiquing the world around them but
also taking an active part in it. From poetry slams at Year
8, to satiric performances about the state of American
politics in Year 9, to viewing how the news is constructed
at Year 11, the value of language from both the classic and
modern canons has never been far from our minds as we
develop the thinkers and writers of tomorrow.

Aerobics

2016 has been our most successful year to date! Having
won both the Victorian Secondary AeroSchools School
of the Year and Australian AeroSchools School of the
Year… MGC has had a year to remember! Throughout
2016 over 100 students have been involved in the High
Performance and Recreational Programs.
Our amazing athletes are dedicated, not only to the
sport but our club. They model true sportsmanship
and have enjoyed developing friendships through the
aerobics community. We are so proud of each and every
girl and look forward to their continued success in 2017.

Marisa di Marzio and Panayiota Miltsos performing on Comedy
Night, part of the Year 9 World of Ideas program.
Year 11 got their chance to attend “The Project” as part of their
language analysis work.

MGC placed first, second and third in the annual Rotary
Slade Writing Competition open to secondary students in the
Melbourne Metropolitan region.
From left to right: Claudia Crowe (Highly commended), Karen
Money, Lilian Gonzalez (1st place), Natasha Fleming (3rd place),
Myafi Chowdhry (2nd place), Mark Dwyer, Maria Makris, Christine
Piakis and Joan Kelly
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Our highly successful B Grade (Year 11) Debating team.
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Environment Team
The environment team’s focus has covered
a range of areas. Our renewable energy
team continue to expand our solar panel
array, connecting our rowing machines
(ergos) to the grid with the addition of
a micro-hydro plant, all to reduce our
energy consumption. Year 7 Tree day saw
the Birrarung Bushtucker Garden grow by
reintroducing Indigenous plants such as
Murnong. The Moonlight Cinema was a big
success as was the annual Youth Environment Conference or ‘The Great Barrier Grief’
as it was dubbed. The student team has
been inspired and supported as always by
Andrew Vance, Amanda Lucas, Alan Clarke,
our six Environment Captains and Francine,
our turtle friend.

Thirumagal with Ariba from Invetech
Engineering
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Year 9 Marine Biology class with Salty
the Seal and Francine the Turtle

The Environment Team at a climate
change rally

The new micro hydro turbine outside
the Information Centre

A ‘Great Barrier Grief’ workshop

Adam Bandt and Isadora Lauritz at
the Moonlight Cinema

Did

Year 7s learning from Murnong Dave on Tree Day

The Year 10 Environmental
Science vegetable gardens

‘Climarte’ posters
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Principal Ms Money wearing
a possum skin cloak,
celebrating Tree day with
Murnong Dave

Salty the seal

Human sign from Sustainable
Seafood Day
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Testing the rowing machines at the
Moonlight Cinema

Repower Our Schools human sign
from the Environment Conference

Enviro reps being interviewed by
774 ABC journo Clare Rawlinson

Moonlight Cinema 2016
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YR 7

Samantha (Sam) Kintanar 7R2

I hope we dont get bitten!!

Ms McIntosh is not scared!

“It seemed like a normal
lesson, and then the
teacher pulled out a frog.”
Reptile Incursion
Alessandra Donnelly, 7C2

Arushi Budhiraja 7R1

S.T.E.A.M. Room
We never thought we’d
get an opportunity
to use futuristic
technology.
Creative Digital Play

Zac Pretlove, Heather Stevenson 7R2
Lily Cahill 7R2
The amazing thing about camp is it truly
brings out the best in everyone and
you don’t have to feel like you have to
change who you are.
Jessica and Georgia 7L2

Tree Day
We liked Murnong
Dave and his fluffy
Kangaroo skin coat.

Transition Camp

Tayger and Charlotte 7C2
One tree does not make
a forest but a forest starts
with one tree.
Claire Riverland and
Stella Struckett 7M2

Up, up and Away!
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The days got
hotter and hotter
as we sweated in
excitement for the
day to go on.
Natalie and Tayla 7M2

“Our essays
were hard, but
Rome wasn’t
built in a day!”
Alex and Taylah 7M2
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Extra-Curricular and Leadership
At our primary school we were
given very few leadership
opportunities but now we
make the most of every
opportunity, like Aerobics,
Wizard of Oz and the LRC.

d

Taya and Tianna 7C3 and 7C1
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Athletics Day, Charlotte Dirckze 7R2
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Viktoria Mantineo, Taya Holland, 7C3
Labanya Zerna 7C3

Wizard of Oz, Niamh Georgakas, 7M2,
Violet O’Dowd, 7R1 and Ava Den Elzen
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MGC is off to see
the...

20

Wizard of Oz

cast 1

cast 2
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Performing Arts

Dance Night

curricular

Congratulations to our MGC Performing Arts Top Class Students

Olivia Kamien-Sarbinowski

Sunny Youngsmith

Congratulations to Sunny Youngsmith and Olivia Kamien-Sarbinowski who represented
Melbourne Girls’ College in 2016’s Top Class performances.
Sunny was the only female Drama performer in the State who was selected to represent Drama at Top Acts!
Congratulations to their teacher, Lindy Mummé (Drama)

This year saw another busy year with the introduction
of two new subjects in the Performing Arts- Event
Management (Year 10 Elective) and Performing Arts
(Year 7 Core) as well as Dance as core in Year 8.
Highlights of our calendar were our Year 9 and VCE
Music and Drama performance evenings, Dance
Nights, Dance Workshop Intensives at Elevator
Dance Studios and excursions to Top Class Dance,
Music and Drama.
The Year 12 Drama ensembles were another
highlight, with this year’s theme being “Lost”.
We wish our Year 12 Dance, Drama and Music
students all the best with their exams and beyond.
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Dance Workshop
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Performing Arts

Orchestra

Choir

The band has again had a busy year that
included the camp in Term 1, performances
at various assemblies, doing our six evening
run of “The Wizard of Oz”, playing at our
Spring Soiree and Presentation night.

co-curricular

A special thank you to our Year 12 students,
Amanda Attanayake (Drums) and Grace
Shing-Francis (Clarinet) for their contribution.
Warm thanks also to Tony Hicks for all his
hard work and inspiration leading the band.

2016 was another busy year for the Choral
program, which kicked off with our Urban
Camp where students consolidated
their repertoire, culminating in a concert
performance for their parents. Other
highlights included performing at Cabaret
Night, the State School Spectacular and
Presentation Night. Thank you to our Choir
co-captains Elsa Symons and Ophelia
Murray.

Thanks to our Arts Captains: Courtney McKenzie,
Senior Vice Arts Captain
(left) and Gemma Hughes,
Senior Arts Captain (right)
photographed here with
Anne Corry

A Cappella Choir
Our A’capella Choir successfully
competed in the AUS/ACA A’capella State
Championships and performed at Camp,
Assemblies, Cabaret Night and Presentation
Night. They also had a workshop with
Ginger and Tonic. Congratulations girls!

This year saw another successful year
for our piano students, with excellent
AMEB results and another evening of
sharing beautiful piano playing at their
annual soiree. Students also enjoyed
the opportunity of sharing repertoire
and performance skills during their
masterclasses throughout the year. Thank
you to Katrina Halliday for all her hard work
with piano students.

A highlight of the vocal program is our
annual Cabaret Night, which featured
performances from all vocal students as well
as Choir and Show Choir over two evenings.
Thanks to Jessica Bouchaud, Ellyce Calder
and Wen Chin for all of their hard work
leading our vibrant vocal program at MGC.

Spring Soiree
Our annual Spring Soiree celebrated
students learning guitar, strings, woodwind
and drums at MGC and featured small
groups as well as ensemble performances.
Thank you to all of our instrumental
teachers-Les Gyori (Guitar) Nick Milosovic
(Drums) Wen Chin & Jhana Allen (Strings)
and Tony Hicks (Woodwind) for giving the
girls an opportunity to perform for parents
and friends.

State School Spectacular

Ginger and Tonic

This year saw our string students attend
Music Camp for the first time. They also
performed at the String Soiree, our Spring
Soiree, and Presentation Night. Thank you
to Wen Chin and Jhana Allen for all their
patient instruction.
Piano Soirees

Cabaret Night

State School Spectacular - Jamilla

String Ensemble

Show Choir

Grace

Choir Camp
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Choir Camp

Another highlight was our workshop with professional musicians
from China, featuring the Er Hu (Chinese Violin), Pi Pa (Chines
Lute) and Gu Zheng (Chinese Zither). The lunchtime concert
culminated with a collaboration of “Jasmine Flower”

Strings

Band Camp

Wizard of Oz band

Band Camp

Wizard of Oz band
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Visual Arts

Yuetong Wang, Year 12 Media

Melbourne Girls’ College and City
of Yarra Art Partnership: Public
Artwork City, Barkly Gardens.

Teja Godson, Year 12 Studio Arts

Over Semester 1 Harriet Turnbull’s Year 9 Art class
worked collaboratively with City of Yarra Artist in
Residence, George Manioudakis, to design and
create an artwork for the facility block at Barkly
Gardens in Richmond. On the May 17 and 18 the girls
installed their artwork by painting the background
of the work, followed by spray painting stencil
figures into their fantasy landscape.

House design
Molly Sharrock Year 9

Throughout this partnership our girls showed that
they can work collaboratively and are not afraid
of risk taking when designing, constructing and
installing artwork. The girls should be very proud of
what they achieved!

Before Life Got Hard
Emma Roe, Year 10

26

Camera
Nhung Nguyen Year 9

Geometric
Daisy Alekna Year 7

Year 9 Public Art Project, Barkly Gardens Richmond
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Year 11 Formal

Katie Gao, China, Year 10

Kimi Yang, China, Year 10

Sam Vo’s family in Ho Chi
Minh City, Vietnam, showing
such generous Vietnamese
hospitality.
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Ms Money, Ms Williams and future
student Chau Anh Nguyen at the IDP
Education Fair, Hanoi, Vietnam

Amy Wang was a first time competitor at
the Victorian Snow Sport Championships

a
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Zarah KWAN, from
Hong Kong, played
guitar for Harmony
Day.

Tiffany Zhang donated
her Chinese calligraphy
to the library during
Harmony Day

International
Students

Harmony Day
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Future Student Orientation

Desid

Janet Ren celebrated her
18th birthday with cupcakes
during the year 12 retreat, and
the whole class of 2016 sang
‘Happy Birthday’ to her!
Out of this world swimming
carnival costumes!
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2016 flew by for the MGC International
Student Program, in a whirlwind of
international comings and goings,
excursions, camps, formals, SACS,
homework and friendships. We started
the year by welcoming twenty five new
students from China and Vietnam, who
joined the sixty five strong cohort of girls
from Korea, Switzerland, Malaysia, Taiwan,
and of course, China and Vietnam.
In March, in an effort to boost student
numbers from Vietnam and also to meet
with the families of our current girls, Ms
Lluani Williams, International Student
Program Co-ordinator, and Ms Karen
Money, MGC Principal, made a trip to Ho
Chi Minh City, Danang and Hanoi, Vietnam.
It was a fascinating visit; they discovered a
truly enchanting country and a people who
are unequalled in their sense of hospitality
and generosity.

At the end of this year we will
see twenty five Year 12 students
graduate, some of whom have
been here since primary school!
It will be sad to see them go, but
we hope that they have gained
a solid foundation at Melbourne
Girls’ College, from which they
can take off towards a bright and
promising future.
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Year 8 Health:
Nutritious
Sandwiches

YR 8
Well-being classes

Year 8 Soccer Team

Year 8
Expressionism
& Pop Art

Pay It
Forwa
rd
Laura

Year 8
Rowing
Poetry Slam

Athletics Day

Oakle

y

Year 8 has been an incredibly fun and
insightful experience. We’ve learnt
to challenge ourselves academically
and socially and tried to create a
safe, respectful and supportive
environment around peers and
teachers. Many learning experiences
such as the Medieval Big Day Out,
Whale Rider Performance and the
Poetry Slam have greatly contributed
towards all the fantastic topics we’ve
studied in class. The new Wellbeing
classes were a helpful and positive
addition to our curriculum.

Introduced more formally in 2016 was the well-being
program. This program ran for a period each week and
focused on the themes of who am I, how do I relate
to others and the world around me? Each class was
structured with a check in to see how you were feeling
and reflect on what has been happening. Some
interesting check in activities were: write a newspaper
article; handshake; status update and traffic lights;
puzzles. The core section of each class explored wellbeing topics in depth: empathy, gratitude, positivity,
resilience and diversity. To understand more about
these, we completed activities such as: learning
preferences; Smiling Minds; explore nature; public
speaking; character strengths and problem solving.
We also had a presentation from The Resilience
Project and we learnt strategies that help build
positivity and resilience that included music, exercise
and laughter.

Assemblies
This year saw a very big focus on student run
assemblies. Each class took it in turn to host an
assembly. Students were selected to introduce
speakers and performers, talk about the current and
upcoming events, thank award recipients and, most
importantly, develop their confidence and public
speaking. In the Year 8 assemblies, the Certificate of
Community Involvement was introduced which saw
the efforts of many students honoured. This really
showed how our students are involved in such a
wide variety of activities outside the school: Scouts
ShowTime and Jamborees; sporting teams and
events; surf lifesaving; spelling bees; St John First
Aid and public speaking. As a school, we believe
it is important to be aware of and acknowledge
achievements of our students as much as possible.
Year 8 in 2016 was about developing a supportive,
caring and selfless learning environment.
Peter Torey
Year 8 Year Level Leader

Holly Wu 8F

Generating
power from the
Year 8 students
Martin from The Resilience
Project presenting to Year 8
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Outdoor
Education
Up above and out of reach,
I hear the cries of a kookaburra screech.
Scrambling over rocks and boulders,
I feel the weight of my pack on my shoulders.
Days filled with splendid hikes,

Year 11 Grampians Camp

Campfires surrounded by star lit nights!
Amy Spinks,Year 9
Cathedral Range Hike
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Year 11 Wilson’s Promontory Camp

Year 9 Cathedral Range Hike
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Earth and sky, woods and fields, lakes and rivers, the mountain and the sea, are excellent
schoolmasters, and teach of us more than we can ever learn from books.

Keep close to Nature’s heart… and break clear away, once in a while, and climb a mountain or
spend a week in the woods. Wash your spirit clean.

John Lubbock

John Muir

Year 10 Mt Stirling Camp
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Year 10 Surf Coast Camp
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Maths
MGC students participated
in a variety of maths games
challenges throughout the year.
Year 7 and 8 LEAP students used
the AMT Maths Challenge to
explore maths they would not
normally come across.

Pi Day Challenge

Milla Bornas kicks long into 50

Try the following question from
one of their challenges.
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Pi Day Activities
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Maths Captains Claire and Sarah

Pi Day Activities

The State silver medal winning
Junior AFL team

Problem solving collaboratively

Year 8 Soccer Team
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Pi Day Working together

15yrs Freestyle Relay bronze
State Gold medalists, and SSV record
holders: Chantelle Campbell, Ciara Walsh,
Tess Haslam, Heidi Morris

Amy, Katherine and Sophie ensured the
maths games day ran smoothly

MGC Maths Games 3rd prize winners
Muyao, Rachel, Thirumgael and Van

Start both timers and when the 4 minute egg-timer runs out flip
it over. When the 7 minute egg-timer runs out flip the 4 minute
egg-timer over. This gives the extra 3 minutes.
Answer
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MGC students (Wendy Wang and Lyn Liu) teamed
up with Beth Rivkah L.C to take the 2nd prize in the
Melbourne University MUMS competition
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16yrs Freestyle Relay silver

Heidi Morris

Our successful
swimming team
showing off the
medals they won
at the Regional
Championships
Kate Jessop taking them on
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414 Squadron

Australian Air Force Cadets
2016 marks the 20th year of the cadet
program at MGC and the AAFC/AIRTC
continues to offer opportunities for
cadets/students and staff.
In 2016 we have

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Paraded on Mondays after school, learning
all sorts of stuff from how to shine our
boots to why does a plane stay in the air
Held information nights for parents
Got equipped with three uniforms
Run a training camp at Point Cook/
Laverton bases, including going flying in
a Piper Warrior or a CT4 and mingled with
cadets from around Victoria
Participated in the ANZAC Day Parade in
the city
Been involved in the VRA Cadet Rogaining
Challenge
Spent 3 days “in the bush” at Upper
Beaconsfield learning either how to camp
and hide in the bush or how to survive,
including making our own shelter (and
sleeping in it)
Held activity parades, including Clip and
Climb
Helped raise money for Legacy
Some were selected to attend Promotion
Courses – JNCO & SNCO & CUO
Some did holiday camps, including GSTs
at East Sale RAAF Base and the LCDT
Engagement camp at Laverton (and nearby
places)
Helped on Remembrance Day
Went on Summer Camp to finalise the year,
with Orienteering and High Ropes and …
Finished the year with our 20th
Presentation Dinner.
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Just another year of highlights in the cadet program supported by
the RAAF and the Advance Program. It is all about personal challenge,
personal growth and having lots of fun with your mates!! Come join us in
2017 for plenty of fun, excitement and leadership opportunities!
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YR 10
38

It has been a busy and exciting time for us this
year with the introduction of the Wellbeing
Program, Year 10 Healthy Futures Camp, Study
Sensei Presentation, Shape Your Destiny
Presentation and Community Challenge project.
Well done to all Year 10 students who have
approached this year with dedication and
enthusiasm. We applaud their willingness to
take on new tasks, commitment to their studies
and for their many contributions to the MGC
community. Congratulations to the Year 10
students on a wonderful year!

Year 10 on Camp
39

“Let your creativity run wild!”
Fun in Year 7 Design and Technology
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Sharing a digital story of ‘A day in the life
of your softie’
Creating a digital storyboard for the soft toy
Friends working
together

Design
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Using a fret saw to cut out a laminated
timber food server

Filing to refine the shape

Decorating the food servers
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“You get to explore different ideas and materials.”
“It’s adventurous.”
“Use your imagination.”
“You learn life-long skills.”
“There’s no other subject quite like it.”
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Decorative wooden boxes
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Rowing 2016
The 2015/16 season was a tremendous success
for the MGC Rowing Club. We competed in our
twenty first Head of the Schoolgirls Regatta, saw
our squad grow into one of the biggest in Victoria
and proudly represented the school at the National
Championships in Sydney. Yet along with the
highs, there also comes the inevitable changing
of the guard. Not only are we sad to farewell our
departing Year 12s, who have grown into amazing
leaders over the past four years, we also want to
take this opportunity to thank Nick Wells for his hard
work, dedication and passion for the MGC Rowing
Program. We look forward to seeing Nick in the
upcoming season – even if it’s in different colours!
Sadly, we are also saying farewell to our Rowing
Leader, Tonia Douglas-Scarfe. Tonia has been at the
heart of MGC rowing for many years and has helped
transform the program into the well-oiled machine
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that we see today. But as we say goodbye to these
familiar faces, we are delighted to welcome our new
Head Coach, Steph Burgess, to the MGC Community.
Steph joins us with an outstanding track record of
coaching crews to A finals at HOSG and the National
Rowing Championships, as well as supporting rowers
of all abilities to improve their skills and enjoy our
great sport. We are also happy to introduce Andrew
Beck as our Rowing Leader for 2017. Andrew is a
former national league hockey player, coach and VIS
scholarship holder who will be a great addition to
our rowing team. Finally, we want to thank all of the
wonderful parents who volunteer their time to keep
the rowing program running smoothly. None of this
would be possible without them.
Here’s to the 2016/17 season and beyond!
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YR 9

Year 9
City Experience

What a year! Everyone is so much fitter
with one extra set of stairs to climb and
from walking all around the city on the
City Experience Program. Have you ever
experienced nervousness to the point of
teeth chattering and knee buckling? We
did. Year 9 is the time the students get to
experience not only all sorts of exposure to the
outside world, but we’ve also been through
a greater variety of emotions than was ever
mentioned in the puberty guide books. We
felt extremely anxious, worried, shy, and a bit
frightened before our Comedy Performance.
Just imagine having to stand in front of all
your peers and teachers -which is terrifying
enough- but having to make them laugh! It
seemed impossible but … well, we did it! Every
single Year 9 stood up and performed and
created laughter with their own jokes. It’s not
a nightmare anymore, it’s euphoria. And we
loved it.
Linh Nguyen 9H
(MS Science Captain)

nd we
.....A t!!
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Year 9 at
Athletics Day!

Year 9
Comedy Night
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Swimming
2016
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YR 12
Year 12 has the reputation for being a year dedicated
solely to hard work, but what the Class of 2016 has
experienced has turned out to be the best year of our
education. To start we travelled to Federation University in
Ballarat for camp where we were prepared with study tips
and advice to help get us through the year ahead. Busy
from the word go, we were thrown straight into the deep
with school work and SACs.
The year was, however, broken up by fun events that
distracted us: Swimming Sports, Athletics and Theme
Days where we all dressed up knowing it was our last
chance to participate. Gilbert the Therapy dog was also
a welcome diversion from the pressure of the heavy
workload we had. Also there was the formal in the
middle of the year which was a glamourous night to
remember. The rest of the year flew by with the cohort
working hard and before we knew it third term had
come to a close and we were rewarded with the long
awaited Year 12 jumpers. The end of the year’s main
focus is exams, the final hurdle of our high school career
before we are to leave MGC and start the rest of our
lives. It will be a bittersweet ending, but the Class of
2016 will never forget the memories made not only this
year but from all our years at the college.
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S.T.E.A.M
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2016 saw the arrival of the S.T.E.A.M. program
at MGC. This program is designed to promote
Science, Technologies, Engineering, The Arts
and Mathematics across the school. It also
provides opportunities to develop the skills
and knowledge our world requires in the
21st Century. Critical thinking, collaborative
and communication skills and creativity are
considered vital.
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r7
Sam Yea

MGC’s S.T.E.A.M. program has a
dedicated room in 306, filled with
some of the latest technology on offer.
We have lots of robots of all different
shapes and sizes, electronics and
construction kits and 3D printers. All
classes in Years 7 and 8 have visited
the room this year to learn and play.
Many students have also visited
at lunchtimes to learn more about
coding, designing and 3d printing.
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Students have taken part in robot dancing
competitions –which we won!- 3D printing
challenges, designing experiments to be used
on the International Space Station, industry talks
and visits and even a competition to design a
permanent settlement for Mars. MGC is also
preparing to head off to Space Camp in 2017.
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Isobel Carver, Gabriella Dawson and Lilian
Gonzales attended the Secondary Schools
Parliamentary Convention in October

Humanities Event Mock Trial
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Humanities
Rotary MUNA Camp

This year the Humanities portfolio was in its
second year at MGC. We are very proud of our
achievements in 2016! We were privileged to
represent our school on Legacy Day and we
laid a wreath at the Shrine of Remembrance.
We organized many events throughout the
year, including the Mock Court to celebrate
Law Week, which was a huge success. We also
created a Humanities Committee comprised
of MGC students from all year levels. We have
loved seeing Humanities expanding at our
school. We have thoroughly enjoyed being part
of the Humanities team.
Kay Gavas and Betul Tumenci, Humanities Captains

Rotary Ainger Award Presentation Night

Humanities Event Mock
Trial Guest Speaker
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Humanities Captains Betul
and Kay at The Shrine of
Remembrance

Kay Gavas led MGCs 2016 Youth
Parliament team which included
Dakotah Taylor, Catherine Butchart,
Kynthia Piakis, Sofia Cummings-Scott
and Isobel Damianos. The team was
generously sponsored by the MGC
Parents’ Association.

Misdemeanours and Retribution
Excursion to the Supreme Court
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Photos below:

French

1 & 2 : Year 10 Crêperie excursion - « Le vingt mai,
nous sommes allées à la crêperie, ‘Roule Galette’.
Au déjeuner nous sommes parties et nous
avons pris le tram au Flinders Lane. Quand nous
sommes arrivées nous nous sommes assises et
ils ont fait les crêpes pour nous. En tout, c’était
un jour formidable ! » Madeline Hanns
3, 4, & 5 : Year 9 & 10 Cinéma excursion to ACMI
: « Jeudi dernier, le 4 août, élèves de française
de seconde sont allées à ACMI pour voir un film
appelé Le Nouveau. Le film s’agit d’un garçon
appelé Benoit. C’est son premier jour dans une
nouvelle école. Il essaie de se faire des amis,
mais plutôt il se trouve en difficulté avec Charles
et son entourage qui sont populaires mais
méchants. Dans l’ensemble, c’était une journée
inoubliable et j’espère que nous faisons plus
d’excursions comme celle-ci! 4 étoiles sur 5 »
Scarlett Lovelock
6 : Morgane, Assistante de français – « Cette
expérience à MGC en tant qu’assistante
est mon premier vrai pas dans le monde
de l’enseignement. C’est une expérience
extrêmement enrichissante, et je compte faire
de mon mieux pour qu’elle continue de l’être
tant pour moi que pour les élèves »

1 - La crêperie

2 - La crêperie

Alliance Française Berthe
Mouchette competition :
3 - Devant le cinéma

5 - Au cinéma
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4 - Au cinéma

6 - Morgane avec des élèves

Dans la salle de classe des année 8

Congratulations
to all Year 11 and 12
participants on their
results, and a special
congratulations to
our finalists.
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Chinese Language Activities

Chinese Cultural Day

Chinese Program at Melbourne Girls’
College & the 2016 Global Village
Children and Youths Bilingual Speech
Competition

Chinese Culture Day at MGC was an
extraordinary experience. There were
three fun activities that really brought
the culture of China alive. The dragon
dance got everyone up on their feet and
you could hear laughter echo through
the room. The dragon banner-making
was enjoyable because it was nice to just
sit down and create something using
your imagination, something we haven’t
done in a while.
And finally, the experience of Chinese
medicine was interesting. It was good to
learn about some of the Chinese history
and get to hold, feel and smell the herbs
that so much of China has been eating
for thousands of years. I’m glad that I
could take part in this joyful experience.

Chinese Herbal Medicine
Workshop

Creating our own herbal
recipes

Have you ever seen this
medicine?

Which herb should I pick
the next?

The Chinese program at MGC has
enjoyed very healthy growth since the
establishment of its Confucius Classroom
in 2013. Our number has increased from
132 in 2013 to 203 in 2016. The trend is
continuing. Thanks to the hard work
of our dedicated teachers of Chinese
and the tremendous support from our
Hanban-sponsored Chinese assistants,
our program is blossoming.
We have a lot to celebrate this year.
Congratulations to Emily McDonald who
won a one-year full scholarship from
Hanban to study at Fudan University,
Shanghai from September 2017 to July
2018.

Emily McDonald awarded
a Hanban scholarship to
study at Fudan University,
Shanghai

Emily McDonald at
Fudan University

We love characters:
Year 8 Chinese

Characters written
by 8A

At the preliminary
contest

Claudia McLeod with Kate Jessop with
her Chinese buddy
her friend

Savarna Chandra
with her Chinese
buddy

Congratulations also go to the 2016
Global Village Children & Youths Bilingual
Speech Competition:
Learning martial arts
movements

Everyone is busy!

Allison Coe 8A

Learning the Dragon Dance

Listening to the guest speaker

Jacqulin Green (8C, 2nd prize)
Savarna Chandra (8A, 2nd prize)
Claudia McLeod (8A, 2nd prize)
Viva Wilton
(8A, 3rd prize)
Kate Jessop
(9B, 2nd prize)
Hannah Ross
(9B, 3rd prize)
In September, Karen Money, Principal of
MGC participated in the ‘Leading Asia
Capable Schools’ program initiated by
the Victorian Department of Education
and Training. She also visited some
schools in Shanghai. We look forward to
establishing further links with Chinese
schools in the near future. 2017 will be an
exciting year!

Jacqulin Green with her
Chinese buddy before
the competition

Jacqulin Green with her Second & Third Prize winners
Chinese buddy after the at the Global Village Children
competition
& Youth Bilingual Speech
Competition

Ms Chen & Mrs Elliott
with CLTAV committee
members

Farewell Hanban-sponsored
Claudia McLeod and
teacher Juan Fan
her buddy practising
the speech competition

Lucy Chen, Confucius Classroom Leader

Guest speaker Emily
McDonald

Year 12 students with If
You Are the One celebrity
Bai Lisha

Dragon banner created by
Year 9 students

This is our dragon
banner!
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Jamieson & Melinda
creating the dragon
scales
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Mrs Money & Ms Chen
appreciating the dragon
banner

nald
Mrs Money giving a speech
at Chinese Teachers’ Day
Reception at the ConsulateGeneral of PRC

Mrs Money with Principal
Liu at Shanghai Ganquan
Foreign Languages
School

Mrs Money with Beijing
delegates

Ms Chen with ConsulGeneral Mr Zhao Jian
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Living Variously
I feel the greatest aim in life
Is the aim to see out of an ivory tower
And tread the pavement with the people
All in the same heartbeat.
Newspapers hiss and shout
Can’t stop them screaming out;
One tells of society’s whims
One tells us to gaze within.
Would that I could feel all.
Would that I could tell all.
Xara Hudson, Year 8

Class War

Chinese
Beijing
International
Summer
School

In this year’s Beijing International Summer Camp, nine Year 10
students of Chinese from MGC visited the most famous attractions
in China such as the Forbidden City, the Great Wall, the Bird’s Nest,
the Water Cube and so on. They spent some educational time in
the Capital Museum and local high schools. The girls enjoyed many
other moments too, such as shopping at the Silk Market, walking
through a Hutong and tasting the delicious Peking duck.
During the summer camp, the students also attended interactive
classes where they experienced myriad colourful cultural activities.
They made diverse communications as global citizens with local
Chinese students and teenagers from twenty other countries.
Jason Chen, Teacher of Chinese

Jennifer…
I asked for low fat,
Lactose free
Non-sweetened,
Froth free, Gluten free,
-Cruelty free!Almond milk latte at 136 degrees
With an extra shot of humanely imported,
Field grown, hand washed,
Moroccan Coffee
In a grand cup 258ml filled,
With 2/3 of a teaspoon of organic honey,
And… you freaking forgot the pink, bendy straw!
Sorry Miss,
It has been a long day.
Shilo Vitacca, Year 8

Lost in the Forbidden City

Arriving at the camp

Two Australian schools at the
welcoming ceremony

Opening Ceremony
Performance

Tiananmen Square
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At the Temple of Heaven

Bird’s Nest

Capital Museum

8

Visit to a local high school
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Wellbeing

Science

Meditation and mindfulness have become
a big part of life at MGC, giving us time
to recharge our batteries to meet life’s
challenges. The wellbeing and mental health
of our school community is important to us
and we want to make sure that everyone is
given the best opportunity to thrive and be
happy.

What an exciting year in Science! We have
had reptile encounters where our Year 7
students came skin to scale with all sorts
of reptiles, even snakes! We have also had
multiple incursions where our Year 8 students
were entertained by ‘Bad Science’, where the
scientific method was elaborated on and
applied to modern advertisements. Our Year
9 students got to experience first-hand what
Forensic Science is all about. And finally, in
August Science Week celebrations took over
and students made their own slime, witnessed
Elephant’s Toothpaste and competed in the
inaugural spaghetti and marshmallow tower
competition. We scientists are always busy!

This year Hugh van Cuylenburg and Martin
Heppell from the Resilience Project spoke to
students, staff and parents about emotional
literacy and the benefits of practising
gratitude, empathy and mindfulness. This
year we have started to practise positive
psychology and it has given our school
community a more optimistic perspective on
life. We hope that by practising these things
that we will show increased compassion for
others, have more respectful relationships,
and be thankful for all that we have.
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Athletics sports face painting

Year 10 Camp

Grey Day

Year 7 Camp

Beyond Blue assembly

Grey Day

Senior Science Captains

SLIPPERY AND SLIMY

Sophie Jennings

Linh’s slime
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